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Pseudogaps and the spin-bag approach to high-T, superconductivity
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It is shown that antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations in a two-dimensional metal, such as heavily
doped cuprate superconductors, lead to a pseudogap in the electronic spectrum. The spectral func-
tion evolves from one peak in the Fermi-liquid regime to two peaks, one for particles and one for
holes. The self-energy of spin bags and their pairing interaction are calculated. These results are
consistent with the corresponding results in the weakly doped ordered antiferromagnet.

I. INTRODUCTION

High-temperature oxide superconductors exhibit anti-
ferromagnetism and superconductivity in nearby regions
of the phase diagram, as shown schematically in Fig. I,
where x denotes the doping concentration. Recent exper-
iments show that the qualitative features of the phase dia-
gram are the same for either hole or electron doping, '

suggesting that particle-hole symmetric models are
favored. Furthermore, neutron and Raman scattering
experiments have established in the superconducting
phase, the existence of antiferromagnetic spin correla-
tions whose range is large compared with the lattice spac-
ing. It is plausible that the existence of high-T, super-
conductivity is intimately related to these spin correla-
tions.

In developing a theoretical understanding of these phe-
nomena, two limiting points of view have been taken.
The first, advanced by Anderson, assumes that the on-
site effective electron-electron Coulomb repulsion U is
large compared to the bandwidth 8'. In this approach
one starts from the Mott Hubbard insulating state in
which all sites are singly occupied. While this state is an-
tiferromagnetic, it is presumed that for doping beyond a
critical concentration the system enters a phase in which
pairs of spins are coupled to total spin zero, with these
pair bonds resonating over all possible spin config-
urations. Excitations in this scheme are assumed to carry
charge e and spin 0 (holons) or charge zero and spin —,

'

(spinons). This resonating-valence-bond (RVB) approach
leads to superconductivity only when interplanar electron
hopping is taken into account.

In related work, a number of authors have explored the
existence of neutral spin- —, excitations in frustrated anti-
ferromagnets. Wen, Wilczek, and Zee have shown that
a parity- and time-reversal-violating spin-order parame-
ter of the form S& (SzXS3) can exist if the frustration is
of the proper form. Laughlin has proposed that in such
frustrated antiferromagnets, quasiparticles exhibiting
fractional statistics can lead to superconductivity. In ad-
dition there are several informative studies of the dy-
namics of one or more holes hopping in a Heisenberg an-
tiferromagnet having long range order. Thus, large-U
models exhibit a rich set of phenomena. Whether these

include a valid theory of high-temperature superconduc-
tivity in cuprates is unclear at present.

The other limiting point of view is that U is smaller
than the bandwidth 8'. In this case the electrons are tak-
en to zero order as being itinerant, with antiferromagne-
tism described as a spin-density wave (SDW). If the Fer-
mi surface has appropriate nesting properties, as in the
half-filled two-dimensional square lattice with nearest-
neighbor hopping, a gap hsDw extends over the entire
Fermi surface and the system is an antiferromagnetic in-
sulator, as in the large-U Hubbard model. The quasipar-
ticles in the SDW phase carry charge e ( —e) and spin —,

'

as conventional holes and electrons. However, a quasi-
particle alters the sublattice magnetization in its vicinity
and forms a region of reduced antiferromagnetic order
termed a spin bag extending over a distance equal to the
SDW coherence length, f=hUF!EsDw (Ref. g), which
moves with the particle.

As Wen, Zhang, and one of the present authors (SWZ)
(Ref. 9) have shown, the pairing interaction between two
of these spin bags is attractive at small momentum
transfer, rejecting the reduced exchange gap inside the
SDW coherence volume surrounding each excitation.
Within the pairing theory, one finds that the doped ma-
terial exhibits superconductivity with a gap hsc which is
nodeless over the entire hole (electron) Fermi surface.

Normal

SG

Doping

FIG. 1. A schematic phase diagram of the cuprate supercon-
ductors. AF, antiferromagnetic; SG, spin glass; SC, supercon-
ducting. x is the hole concentration.
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Therefore, the temperature dependence of quantities such
as the NMR relaxation and acoustic attenuation rates,
surface resistance, penetration depth, etc. are expected to
be activated at low temperatures, as in conventional s-
wave superconductors. We note that the pairing attrac-
tion in this approach basically arises from the dynamics
of the holes and spin degrees of freedom in the two-
dimensional layers, in contrast with the resonating-
valence-bond (RVB) approach which relies on interplanar
coupling. In the spin-bag approach, three-dimensional
superconductivity in these layered materials results from
holes hopping between planes coupling the phases of the
finite-range pairing correlations, already well developed
in the planes into a coherent three-dimensional state.

While the SWZ analysis is carried out in the antiferro-
magnetic phase, for which spin-up and spin-down holes
tend to live on diFerent sublattices, they argue that the
resulting pairing interaction is insensitive to the presence
of long-range spin order so long as the spin-spin correla-
tion length Lss is large compared to the in-plane super-
conducting coherence length gsc=iriu~/irbsc. ExPeri-
mentally, it appears that these quantities are comparable
for many high-temperature superconductors, although
there remains considerable uncertainty about both quan-
tities for most materials.

In the present paper, we approach the problem from
the paramagnetic metal phase (large x) rather than the
antiferroinagnetic (AF) phase (small x). First, the one
particle self-energy is studied for a model form of the dy-
namic spin susceptibility, y(q, co). The familiar mass re-
normalization of Fermi liquid theory is obtained if g
varies smoothly on the scale of the Fermi momentum and
the Fermi energy, appropriate to U small compared to 8'.
For suitable nesting properties, as U increases g becomes
peaked as a function of q in the vicinity of the nesting
wave vector Q and its characteristic frequency is reduced
from the Fermi energy to the spin-fluctuation energy. In
this regime, the one-particle spectral weight begins to de-
velop two new quasiparticle peaks, rather than the one
peak of conventional Fermi liquid theory whose weight
vanishes as AF order sets in. One finds that the density
of states smoothly evolves from a modest renormalization
at the Fermi surface for small U to a suppression when
strong antiferromagnetic fluctuations build up. As long-
range spin order sets in, the pseudogap becomes the SDW
gap.

While the model susceptibility calculations illustrate
the physics of the problem, to obtain a more quantitative
understanding of the pseudogap formation we have car-
ried out detailed numerical calculations of the suscepti-
bility within a random-phase approximation (RPA), as a
function of U and doping level x. These results are con-
sistent with the model studies mentioned above and show
the smooth evolution of Fermi liquid to pseudogap be-
havior.

The pairing interaction arising from the local suppres-
sion of antiferromagnetic fluctuations is then calculated
using the model forms of g. While the conventional one-
antiparamagnon exchange leads to a repulsive interac-
tion, it is readily seen that the existence of the pseudogap
provides a qualitatively new mechanism for the pairing

attraction in the paramagnetic metal (PM) phase just as
SWZ (Ref. 9) deduced in the AF phase. In the PM phase,
the leading-erder pairing interaction is represented by a
diagram consisting of two crossed spin fluctuations lines.
The physical meaning of this diagram is discussed and
the results are compared with those obtained in the AF
phase.

II. MQDKL SUSCKPTIBII.ITY

where C; and C; are creation and annihilation opera-
tors for localized electron states of spin cr on site i, and
n; =C; C; . p is the chemical potential. It is well
known that with increasing Coulomb repulsion U, the
Hubbard model develops strong antiferromagnetic corre-
lations between spins on nearest-neighbor sites. At pre-
cisely half-filling, the nesting property of the Fermi sur-
face of the tight-binding band

s„= 2t (cos—k„a+cosk a) (2)

gives rise to a ground-state instability leading to a spin-
density wave. This becomes most evident in the strong-
coupling limit U/t &&1, where to leading order in t/U
the Hubbard model is approximately equivalent to an an-
tiferromagnetic (AF) spin- —,

' Heisenberg model. ' The 2D
spin- —,

' Heisenberg model itself establishes long-range AF
order at zero temperature. " Away from half-filling p &0
or at finite temperature, antiferromagnetic correlations
persist giving rise to a finite spin-spin correlation length,
Lss

In a RPA treatment of the longitudinal spin-density
correlation function, the instability to an SDW is deter-
mined by the Stoner criterion

1 = Ugo(q, co =0) . (3)

yo(q, m) is the correlation function in the absence of the
interaction and is given by

ng(1 ng+q)
go(q, co) =—gN k co+ cg ck+q —t 5

n„+q(1 n„)—+
CO+ Ek Ek+q+ l 5

with the electron occupation number nk. At half-filling
(p=O) yo(q, co=0} has a strong logarithmic divergence—ln T (Ref. 12) at the nesting wave vectors
Q=(+m, +m. ), i.e., the four corners of the first Brillouin
zone, and the Stoner criterion can be satisfied for a finite
value of U at a finite temperature. Away from half-filling
(pAO), the spin susceptibility yo(q, co=0) develops a
maximum either at or close to q=Q, with the Stoner cri-
terion determining a threshold value U& for the forma-
tion of an SDW, which can be commensurate or incom-

We consider the 2D single-orbital Hubbard model on a
square lattice

H= t g—(C, C, +C C, )+Urn;&n, &

—pgn;
(ij )o l(7
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mensurate depending on temperature and band filling. '
In the presence of a spin-density wave with long-range

order a gap opens up in the single particle excitation
spectrum. In weak coupling U &t the gap hsDw is ex-
ponentially small, while in strong coupling AsDw is of or-
der U (Ref. 9). In the paramagnetic metal regime, finite-
range spin correlations cause the density of states to show
a depletion of spectral weight near the Fermi level,
reflecting the nearby instability to antiferromagnetic or-
dering. The formation of this pseudogap may be viewed
as a precursor effect to the metal-insulator transition.
The situation is similar for the BaPb„Bi, 03 compounds
where the instability arises from the formation of a
charge-density wave rather than a spin-density wave'
(SDW) (see Fig. 2).

For a finite-hole concentration we study the effects of
spin fluctuations on the hole self-energy within the
random-phase approximation (RPA). While the RPA
does not provide a fully accurate description of g(q, co),
the qualitative effects are already apparent in this ap-
proach. In Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) the S, and S+ spin fluctua-
tion contributions to the ground-state energy are shown
in the presence of an added hole in momentum state k.
Two effects occur. The first is that the Pauli principle is
violated by intermediate hole lines of the vacuum fluctua-
tions which also have momentum k, as shown in Figs.
3(a) and 3(b) for S, and S+ modes, respectively. This
Pauli principle suppression of the vacuum fluctuations is
accounted for by exchanging the lines of a vacuum fluc-
tuation hole with that of the added hole, thereby cancel-
ing the Pauli principle violating diagram as in Figs. 3(c)
and 3(d). This gives a positive contribution to X for elec-
trons (co )0) and a negative contribution for holes
(co(0}. The second effect is the conventional polaron-
like shift which opposes the first effect, One finds to this
order that the total hole self-energy is given by

X(k, co) = — i U ——g G (k —q, co —v)g(q, v),3. 21 dv
2 N 2n.

yo(q, v)
y(q, v) =

1 —Uyo(q, v)

Representing g(q, cu) by a wavy line, the time ordered
Feynman diagrams corresponding to these two effects are
shown in Figs. 3(e}and 3(f).

For a qualitative discussion of the formation of a pseu-
dogap we first study a simple model for y(q, co), which
contains the essential physics of the Hubbard model in
the paramagnetic regime, as will be shown in Sec. IV.
The model susceptibility may then be used to calculate
the self-energy from Eq. (5). For simplicity we will use in
(5) the propagator for the noninteracting case
Go(k, co}=(co a&+—i5co) ', focusing on the paramagnet-
ic regime with weak to intermediate coupling U 4t. In
the paramagnet the rotational symmetry in spin space is
still preserved, and it is sufftcient to consider only the lon-
gitudinal spin susceptibility for spin amplitude fluctua-
tions.

In the adiabatic limit the spin fluctuations are slow
compared to electronic frequencies and we approximate

(a)

(5)

where y(q, v) is given in terms of the susceptibility of the
noninteracting system yo(q, v} [Eq. (4}]by

(c)

BaPbx Bii - x03

X ( 0.65 —0.7 —0.8

(e)
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FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the change in the elec-
tronic density of states for the compositions near the metal-
semiconductor transition (taken from Ref. 14).

FIG. 3. Contributions to the hole self-energy X(k, co) due to
(a) S, vacuum fluctuation violating the Pauli principle in the
presence of the injected hole; (b) the exchange version of (a) re-
storing the Pauli principle; (c) and (d) the S+ analogs of (a) and
(b), (e) the "backward propagation" time ordered Feynman dia-
gram representing (b) and (d); (f) the "forward propagation" dia-
gram representing the polaron-like contribution to X. In (e) and
(f) s is up or down corresponding to the spin-flip or non-spin-flip
susceptibility, respectively.
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the spin susceptibility by
r

y(q, co) =A2,ni5.(co)
c)=(+,+ i (q Q) +I

The Lorentzians are centered around the four nesting
wave vectors (+m, +m) their width I is determined by
the inverse of an effective spin-spin correlation length and
k is a coupling constant. In essence, y(q, co) represents a
potential-potential correlation function ( V(r) V(r') ) for
a slowly fiuctuating one-body interaction V(r },whose ex-
pectation value is zero, ( V) =0. An analogous suscepti-
bility has been used by Lee, Rice, and Anderson' to
study fluctuations in a one-dimensional electron phonon
system close to a Peierls instability.

The model susceptibility (7) can be easily extended
to allow for finite frequency spin dynamics. For this
purpose we introduce a frequency distribution
g( co)=(l/N ) g 5(co—co ) for a set of% characteristic
frequencies co, each contributing as a dispersionless
propagating mode to the spin susceptibihty. g(q, co) is
then given by

2CO A,
y(q, co)= —

Id co'g (co')
co (co ) +i 5

Fx
q=(+ .+ ) (q Q) +

The static Lee-Rice-Anderson —like model is recovered in
the limit g (co)=lim„o5(co—coo).0

The frequency distribution g(co) is assumed to be ap-
proximately independent of q since there are no collective
modes with a well-defined dispersion co(q) in the

I

paramagnetic metal regime. We choose a simple linear
(normalized) frequency distribution

2 CO 8(coo—co )
COp COp

(9)

with a cutoff frequency cop, determining the characteristic
frequency scale for spin fluctuations. However, in the
adiabatic limit, when cop is small compared to the SDW
gap, the results of our analysis are not sensitive to the de-
tailed form of g (co).

With the linear frequency distribution (9) the model
susceptibility (8) becomes:

4A, CO 1Rey(q, co}= 1 — —ln
COp COp 2

CO+ COp

CO COp
P(q),

(loa)

Imp(q, co)= 8(coo—
~
co

I )$(q),
COp COp

(10b)

where we choose

P(q)= r
q=(y, ~

~ (q Q) +I

III. SEI.F-ENERGY

Using the model susceptibility Eq. (10) we can evaluate
the real and imaginary part of the one-particle self-
energy, where for simplicity we begin by replacing the
full propagator G by Go in the RPA formula (5) and
neglect vertex corrections. One finds

ReX(k, co)=3 —g (t)(q}
(UA) 1

COp COp

CO Ek q nk —q CO Fk q

COp—ln 1+

COp—(1—n )k —q
CO Ek

COp+ln 1— (12a)

ImX(k, co)=3m —g P(q)
(UA) 1

COp N
CO Fk q [+ni, &8(s& z

—co)8(coo—si, +co)
COp

—(1—nz z )8(co—Ei,+z)8(coo—co+ ci, z)] . (12b)

co —E„—ReX(k, co}=0, (13)
which we may label as co& &co2&co3. For co, and co3 the

I

For a quantitative discussion of the self-energy (12) at
T=Q we first consider the limit where P(q) is a 5 func-
tion centered at the SDW nesting wave vector Q =(ir, m ).
X(q, co) is as sketched in Fig. 4 for a given momentum k
above the Fermi surface. Due to the artificial sharp
cutoff of the frequency distribution g (co), ReX(k, co) has a
logarithmic singularity at —ck —cop. There are three
solutions for the poles of G (k, co) = [co—Ei,—X(k, co)]

I

imaginary part of the self-energy vanishes and therefore
these solutions correspond to two well defined quasiparti-
cles with infinite lifetime, indicating the presence of two
quasiparticle bands. The intermediate solution co&, how-
ever, may be identified with the simultaneous excitation
of an electron (hole) plus an incoherent cloud of spin fiuc-
tuations with momentum Q, giving rise to a finite lifetime
of the order of coo/( UA, ) as determined by the imaginary
part of the self-energy ImX(k, co2). This intermediate
solution therefore introduces incoherent spectral weight
into

1
~ ImX(k, co+p }~

ir [co+@—
E&

—ReX(k, co+@)] +[ImX(k, co+p)]
(14)
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Re Z(k, to)
Im Z(k, co)----
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FIG. 4. Hole self-energy calculated from the model suscepti-
bility (8) with a linear frequency distribution for spin fluctua-
tions and in the limit P(q) =(2a) 5(q —Q). The thin lines indi-
cate the changes if P(q) is broadened into a Lorentzian.

'-s -6

FIG. 5. Density of states as calculated from the model sus-
ceptibility for different values of I .

The co2 solution is responsible for the finite density of
states in the gap leading to a pseudogap. However, we
find that by using G rather than Go in Eq. (5) for X, the
incoherent density of state is substantially reduced in
magnitude since the decay of a quasiparticle of energy 5
leads to another particle of energy ~ b and a spin fluc-
tuation of energy )0. This mechanism acts in a feedback
sense, further suppressing the density of states in the gap.
In the limit coo~0 the lifetime of the excitations in the
pseudogap, associated with the co2 solution, vanishes. In
this limit a static SDW gap hsDw=2A, U exists with long-
range spin order, i.e., P(q) = (2n. ) 5(q —Q).

It is important to note that in the limit I a &&1 of the
Lorentzian momentum distribution of the susceptibility
the self-energy is strongly momentum dependent and the
real part of X(k, co) of quasiparticles (holes) is positive
(negative) indicating that their energies are shifted away
from the Fermi level compared to the energies ck in the
absence of interactions. This shift is precisely the origin
for the gap in the excitation spectrum. It also tells us
that it is the suppression of vacuum fluctuations, as
represented by the "backward propagation" Feynman di-
agram Fig. 3(e), which dominates the physics close to the
metal-insulator transition. The "forward propagation"
diagram shown in Fig. 3(f) for a particle injected above
the Fermi surface is suppressed because close to the anti-
ferromagnetic instability g(q, co) predominantly transfers
momentum close to the nesting wave vector Q to the par-
ticle. Thus, the added particles would be scattered from
a state above to a state below the Fermi surface, violating
the Pauli principle.

For finite increasing width I of the Lorentzian
momentum distribution of the susceptibility the two
quasiparticle peaks from co, and co3 in A I, (oi) broaden and
develop into incoherent background contributions, while
the intermediate m2 solution develops into the single
quasiparticle of the weakly correlated paramagnetic met-
al. With increasing I the pseudogap is therefore less and
less pronounced as shown by the densities of states in Fig.
5, calculated as the momentum space average of the spec-
tral function

N(co)= —g Ai, (co) .1

k
(15)

In the limit where the spin-spin correlation length is
reduced to a single lattice spacing, I a =1, the self-energy
is qualitatively different as shown in Fig. 6. In this limit
antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations are substantially re-
duced, and the self-energy is essentially momentum in-
dependent. Most importantly, the real part of the self-
energy for quasiparticles (holes) cloes to the Fermi energy
is now negative (positive). This indicates that the quasi-
particle energies are now shifted towards the Fermi level.
Since the real part of the self-energy of the quasiparticles
(holes) is negative (positive) it is now the "forward propa-
gation" diagram Fig. 3(f) representing the magnetic pola-
ron that gives the dominant contribution to the self-
energy. The smooth crossover from a Fermi liquid-like

(XU)=- 4.0 ~„=2

3
0

Q)
CC

k=o
4

k—K

-3
-12 0

co/t
12

FIG. 6. Real part of the self-energy calculated from the mod-
el susceptibility for I =1 (in units of the lattice spacing). En-
ergies are measured in units of the hopping matrix element t.
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metal to the pseudogap situation is therefore determined
by the change in the relative importance of the "forward
and backward propagation" Feynman diagrams.

Despite its simplicity the model susceptibility provides
qualitative insight into how the pseudogap develops when
the antiferromagnetic instability is approached. For a
commensurate spin-density wave (SDW) the pseudogap
will develop around the Fermi level of the undoped sys-
tem. For zero damping the Fermi level falls into the
pseudogap leading to insulating behavior. For finite dop-
ing concentrations the chemical potential is shifted into
the large density of states regime of the broadened peaks
around the edge of the pseudogap and the system will
therefore behave as a Fermi liquid-like metal.

IV. NUMERICAL CALCULATION
FOR THE HUBBARD MODEL

In order to show that the model susceptibility (8)
indeed contains the basic physics of the single band Hub-
bard model in the intermediate coupling regime we calcu-
late the self-energy (5) numerically using the random-
phase-approximation (RPA) result for the susceptibility
(6}. For simplicity we replace the full propagator G by
Gp ~ The frequency integral along the real axis is evalu-
ated by deforming the integration contour into the com-
plex frequency plane, ' splitting up X into two contribu-
tions: a line integral along the purely imaginary frequen-
cy axis plus two residue contributions from the poles of
Gp

X(k, co) = ——U —g Go(k —q, co —iv)y(q, iv)3 21 ~ dv
2 N —~2m

3 21——U —g [(1—nz q)6(co —ez q) —n„q8(ez q
—co)]y(q, co—e„q).

q
(16)

Since yo(q, co) is an even function of frequency the in-
tegral along the imaginary axis is purely real. The imagi-
nary part of the self-energy is therefore entirely deter-
mined by the residue contributions,

3 UImX(k, co}=—— g [(1—n& q)6(co —
e& q)2 N

dv JlmX(k, v)J (18)

Using these formulas we can straightforwardly calculate

05

~ 04
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~ 0.3
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(Q 0.2
O
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cD O. i

— p = - 0.3 Q
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0
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co/t

\
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I»'~»

FIG. 7. Random-phase approximation density of states of the
Hubbard model for different values of U.

—ng q8(eg q
—co)]

X Imp(q, co—sq q) .

The real part of the self-energy is then obtained by the
Kramers-Kronig transformation:

the spectral function (14) and the density of states (15).
The Coulomb energy U and the chemical potential (or
the particle number) are chosen to ensure that we are in
the paramagnetic metal regime, not too close to the anti-
ferromagnetic instability as determined by the Stoner cri-
terion (3).

Figure 7 shows the evolution of the zero temperature
density of states with increasing U for a fixed chemical
potential p = —0» 375t. For this value of the chemical po-
tential the critical Hubbard U for the Stoner instability to
occur is approximately 3t. The density of states for U=O
shows the usual van Hove singularity of the tight binding
band in two dimensions. The momentum integrals have
been performed by a coarse graining procedure on a finite
lattice. The resulting density of states has then been
smoothened over the discrete level spacing of the finite
lattice leading to the rounding of the singularity and the
band edges. As expected, with increasing U the density
of states develops the pseudogap around the Fermi level.
In addition, due to the increasing amplitude for spin fluc-
tuations long tails of incoherent spectral weight appear
extending far beyond the band edges. The pseudogap de-
velops similarly for a fixed Hubbard U by increasing the
chemical potential or equivalently by reducing the hole
doping concentration.

V. PAIRING INTERACTION
AND THK GAP EQUATION

In conventional superconductors, the exchange of one
phonon between quasiparticles leads to a spin indepen-
dent attractive interaction so long as the quasiparticles
are within the Debye energy of the Fermi surface. How-
ever, in high-T, materials the corresponding exchange of
one antiferromagnetic spin fluctuation gives rise to a
repulsion near the Fermi surface, leading to a low value
of T, and a pairing gap having d-wave symmetry. ' '

We have proposed an alternative pairing mechanism
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for high-T, materials based on the spin-bag approach.
As demonstrated above, strong antiferrornagnetic spin
correlations lead to a pseudogap in the quasiparticle spec-
trum. The pairing attraction V&k arises in this approach
from the lowering of the system energy when two quasi-
particles share the region of reduced antiferromagnetic
correlations surrounding each of these excitations. The
range of this attraction is of the order of the SDW coher-
ence length gsDw. In momentum space, this corresponds
to an attraction for momentum transfer q smaller than—1
CsDw

In the antiferromagnetic phase, S%'Z have shown that
the attraction between bags at small q is accompanied by
a repulsion at large q=Q, the latter being the analog of
the repulsion arising from the exchange of one spin fluc-
tuation in the paramagnetic phase. It was shown that for
moderate levels of hole doping, where the Fermi surface
is likely composed of several isolated pockets, the pairing
gap is nonzero over the entire hole Fermi surface. How-
ever, due to the repulsive nature of Vkk for k —k' of or-
der Q, the gap parameter changes sign between different
pockets.

Here we investigate the pairing interaction in the
paramagnetic metal phase, based on the above discussion
of the pseudogap. The intent is to explore to what extent
the results of the spin-bag approach join continuously as
a function of doping.

Just as one can deduce contributions to the self-energy
from the influence of an added hole on vacuum fluctua-
tions (see Fig. 3) we can obtain the contributions to the
effective interaction between a pair of particles by ac-
counting for the effects on the self-energy due to the pres-
ence of the second hole. Starting with the self-energy
contribution in Fig. 8(a), the presence of a second particle
with the same spin and momentum as the intermediate
Fermion line (not involving the bubbles) requires one to
include the exchange graph Fig. 8(b) in order to restore
the Pauli principle. Stretching out the lines as in Fig.
8(c), it is clear that this diagram is just the repulsive one
spin fluctuation exchange process. ' The corresponding
diagram for particles of opposite spin involves an even
number of bubbles. In addition, the spin flip interaction
corresponding to the particle-hole ladder diagram shown
in Fig. 8(d) must be added to preserve spin rotation in-
variance.

The effective pairing potential arising from the one
spin fluctuation exchange processes is in the singlet chan-
nel given by the well-known antiparamagnon result. '

U yo(k' —k) U yo(k' —k)
VAPM = U+ + . (19)

1 —U y (k' —k') 1 —Uyo(k' —k)

qi

kt

(a)

-k'
t

-kt k'
t

kt kt

-kt -k t

(cj

kt

l~ Jl

However, the existence of the pseudogap -does provide
a new mechanism for an attractive spin-bag pairing po-
tential. It arises from the exclusion principle violation
shown in Fig. 9(a), where a fermion line inside one of the
bubbles representing the susceptibility is equal to the
momentum of the injected particle. This diagram is com-
pensated by its exchange counterpart shown in Fig. 9(b),

As mentioned above, this antipararnagnon exchange in-
teraction is repulsive at low frequencies and gives rise to
even-parity anisotropic pairing, i.e., the gap order param-
eter 6(k) within this mechanism has d-like symme-
try. ' ' In essence, one hole sets up in its vicinity a
cloud of short wavelength spin fluctuations from which
the other hole scatters. The d character of the gap en-
sures that the holes sample the attractive regions of the
potential in real space and avoid the repulsive regions.

-kl
-k t

FIG. 8. (a) Self-energy diagram in the presence of a second
injected particle; (b) exchange diagram restoring the Pauli prin-
ciple; (c) same as in (b) with the lines stretched out; (d) particle-
hole ladder diagram for the one spin-fluctuation exchange pro-
cess.
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or the crossed line diagram of Fig. 9(c). The fact that this
diagram leads to an attraction is readily seen. As dis-
cussed above, the self-energy due to spin fluctuations is
positive near the SDW instability and leads to a pseudo-
gap. A second particle added to the system suppresses
these fluctuations through the Pauli principle, reducing
the phase space for electron-hole excitations and hence
reducing y. This real space reduction of susceptibility ex-
tends over a range of order gsDw around each quasiparti-
cle and reduces the self-energy for another particle in its

I

vicinity, thereby giving an effective attraction. The cor-
responding diagram for parallel spin pairing is given by
spin fluctuations lines having an odd number of bubbles.

To investigate the form and strength of the interaction
between bags, we evaluate the crossed line diagram of
Fig. 9(c) using the model susceptibility given in (8). Us-
ing bare propagators for the intermediate fermion lines
the spin-bag pairing potential represented by this dia-
gram is given by:

V)), (m, co')=i Q—J Gp(co —v, k —q)Gp( —co' —v, —k' —q)U y(q, v)U y(q+k' —k, v+p)' —co) .
N 2m

(20)

Insight in the structure of this pairing potential is provided by first evaluating V),), (co, co ) with the model susceptibility
(8) in the limit that there is a single spin fiuctuation frequency cop, i.e., g (co)=5(co—cop), and the Lorentzian momentum
dependence is replaced by a 5 function centered at Q, P(q) =(2m ) 5(q —Q). In this limit we find for co =co':

(p eg)(3cop eg) co
2 (cop+a), )(3cop+e), ) co

VN(co)= —(2n') (UA, ) 5(k —k') (l n), —q) z ~+n„
~p(~p co eg) (cop+Co e) ) ci)p(cop+co+ek} (cgp co+e) }

(2 I)

Due to the 5-function approximation in the model sus-
ceptibility only momentum Q can be exchanged across
the interaction lines giving rise to the 5-function 5(k —k )
for vanishing net momentum transfer. The pairing po-
tential Vs~ is attractive for low frequencies ~&cop and
repulsive for high suSciently frequencies co&&coo. This
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FIG. 9. Lowest-order spin-bag contribution to the pairing in-
teraction.

FIG. 10. (a) Frequency dependence of the spin-bag pairing
potential evaluated with the model susceptibility (10) for
P(q) =(2n ) 5(q —Q): (b) Momentum dependence of the
effective zero-frequency pairing potential V,&(k,k')

VSB(k k )+ VApM(k k ).
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feature of VsB is not altered by using the linear frequency
distribution (8) instead of a single fluctuation frequency
coo [see Fig. 10(a)]. In addition, the zero-frequency limit
of Vsa becomes strongly enhanced, diverging logarith-
mically at the Fermi surface precisely at half-filling.

For the case of a Lorentzian momentum distribution in
the model susceptibility the spin-bag interaction broadens
into a Lorentzian around b k =k —k' =0 with a width
determined by gsDw. On the other hand, the contribution
from the antiparamagnon exchange processes is largest
for momentum transfer close to Q leading to an effective
pairing potential V,a.= VsB+ VAFM which is attractive
for small momentum transfer and repulsive for large
momentum transfer, see Fig. 10(b). This behavior of V,tr
is independent of any special choice for the model suscep-
tibility and merely a consequence of the Stoner enhance-
ment for wave vectors close to Q = (+m, +m ).

The contribution from the effective Coulomb repulsion
in the charge channel still has to be added to V,& giving
rise to an overall upward shift. However, the effect of the
Coulomb potential is weakened due to the pseudopoten-
tial scatterings far from the Fermi surface leading to a
smaller probability for two electrons being within the
range of the Coulomb potential.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We have shown how antiferromagnetic spin fluctua-
tions depress the density of states N (E) in the vicinity of
the Fermi surface, leading to a pseudogap. As the system
becomes antiferromagnetically ordered, the pseudogap
sharpens to become the spin-density-wave (SDW) ex-
change gap. While it might appear that the formation of
a pseudogap would require higher-order perturbation
theory, the above analysis shows that the essence of the
problem is already treated in the one-loop approximation
for the one-particle self-energy X(k, co).

The origin of the pseudogap can be understood by di-
viding X into two parts, a spin-polaron-like part X,] and
a vacuum-fluctuation part X„f.If the spin susceptibility
y(q, v) varies smoothly with q as in a normal metal, X,~

dominates X and Fermi liquid behavior holds. However,
if y(q, v) is peaked near a wave vector Q, as occurs when
antiferromagnetic (AF) spin fluctuations are present, X„r
is strongly enhanced and X,~

is reduced. Since X„fis due
to the Pauli principle suppressing spin correlations which
lower the energy in the absence of the quasiparticle, X„fis
positive for co&0, raising the energy of particle states
near EF and lowering the energy of states below EF
which accommodate holes [g„r(k,co) &0 for co&EF].
Therefore, the pseudogap is due to exchange suppression
of vacuum fluctuations rather than a magnetopolaron
effect.

Accompanying the pseudogap is a qualitative change
of the one-particle spectral function Az(co). While A in
the Fermi liquid regime exhibits one peak at the quasi-
particle energy plus incoherent continua for both parti-
cles and holes, we find that A in the pseudogap regime
exhibits two main peaks, one for particles (co & EF ) and
one for holes (co (EF ) for each value of k. This behavior
is analogous to a superconductor and arises from a strong

kt

FIG. 11. Lowest-order spin-bag contribution to the self-
energy. The wavy lines represent antiparamagnons.

smearing of (n„)about the Fermi surface, so that a
given k state can accommodate both holes and electrons.
Alternatively, one can view the two peaks as the precur-
sor of the valence and conduction bands of the antifer-
romagnet which are folded back into the magnetic zone
when long-range order sets in. We note that the two
peaks come from a sharpening up of the incoherent con-
tinua of the Fermi liquid regime with the conventional
quasiparticle peak being broadened and reduced to small
weight, eventually vanishing as SDW order sets in.

At this level of calculation, the spectrum arises from
the scattering of the injected particle by unperturbed
(free) spin fluctuations present in the ground state in the
absence of the added carrier. However, in next order as
shown in Fig. 11, the injected particle reduces the ampli-
tude of the fluctuations thereby reducing the size of the
pseudogap over a distance of order the pseudogap coher-
ence length g, -A'uF job,„where vF is the noninteracting
Fermi velocity and 5, is the pseudogap parameter. This
combination of a hole (electron) moving with its region of
reduced antiferromagnetic correlations is termed a spin
bag, in essence because in strong coupling the hole is
self-consistently trapped inside of the bag of reduced spin
order.

We have shown that the pairing interaction V&k be-
tween two spin bags is attractive for momentum transfer
q=~k —k'~ smaller than g, ' due to the holes sharing
each other's bags. However, Vzz is repulsive for q=Q,
reflecting the repulsive nature of the one spin fluctuation
exchange process for antiparallel spins, in contrast with
the usual phonon interaction. These results are con-
sistent with those derived by SWZ for the ordered anti-
ferromagnet. Thus, one has a smooth evolution as the
hole doping decreases from metallic to doped pseudogap
and doped antiferromagnetic behavior.

While we have approximately evaluated the pairing po-
tential in the spin-bag approach, the shape of the hole
Fermi surface is also needed before one can reliably pre-
dict the detailed shape of the pairing gap parameter
bsc(k). If we consider hole doping at the four corners of
the magnetic zone, then the repulsive nature of V&& for
k —k'=Q suggests that bsc(k) has d-wave-like symmetry
Asc(e) =Apcos(20) where e is the direction of k in the
x-y plane. If the density of states in the pseudogap is
small and the hole pockets do not overlap, the system will
appear to be very different from a conventional d-wave
superconductor in that the hole Fermi surface samples
b sc(e) only near e„=n~/2, where cos(2e„)=+1 and
~b,sc(8„)~=b,o, i.e., nodeless on the hole Fermi surface.
Alternatively, if the Fermi surface is connected, a more
conventional d-wave superconductor would be expected.
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The above treatment can be improved in a number of
directions. For example, if the self-consistent 6 is used to
calculate g [Eq. (5)], a feedback effect occurs which con-
siderably deepens the pseudogap. Vertex corrections will
then have to be included in order to maintain a conserv-
ing approximation.

Based on the above treatment of spin bags in the
paramagnetic phase we are presently calculating a num-
ber of experimentally observed properties of both the
normal and the superconducting state. The results will
be presented in a forthcoming publication.
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